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Abstract Developers often require knowledge beyond the one they possess, which boils
down to asking co-workers for help or consulting additional sources of information, such
as Application Programming Interfaces (API) documentation, forums, and Q&A websites.
However, it requires time and energy to formulate one’s problem, peruse and process the
results. We propose a novel approach that, given a context in the Integrated Development
Environment (IDE), automatically retrieves pertinent discussions from Stack Overflow,
evaluates their relevance using a multi-faceted ranking model, and, if a given confidence
threshold is surpassed, notifies the developer. We have implemented our approach in
P ROMPTER, an Eclipse plug-in. P ROMPTER was evaluated in two empirical studies. The
first study was aimed at evaluatingP ROMPTER’s ranking model and involved 33 participants.
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The second study was conducted with 12 participants and aimed at evaluating P ROMPTER’s
usefulness when supporting developers during development and maintenance tasks. Since
P ROMPTER uses “volatile information” crawled from the web, we also replicated Study I
after one year to assess the impact of such a “volatility” on recommenders like P ROMPTER.
Our results indicate that (i) P ROMPTER recommendations were positively evaluated in
74 % of the cases on average, (ii) P ROMPTER significantly helps developers to improve the
correctness of their tasks by 24 % on average, but also (iii) 78 % of the provided recommendations are “volatile” and can change at one year of distance. While P ROMPTER revealed
to be effective, our studies also point out issues when building recommenders based on
information available on online forums.
Keywords Recommenders · Mining software repositories · Stack overflow · Empirical
studies

1 Introduction
The myth of the lonely programmer is still lingering, in stark contrast with reality: Software development, also due to the ever increasing complexity of modern systems, is tackled
by collaborating teams of people. A helping hand is often required, either by team mates
(Ko et al. 2007), through pair programming sessions (Constantine 1995), or the perusal of
vast amounts of knowledge available on the Internet (Umarji et al. 2008). While asking team
mates is the preferred means to obtain help (LaToza et al. 2006), their availability may fall
short. In this case, developers resort to electronically available information.
This comes with a number of problems, the main one being the absence of automation.
Every time developers need to look for information, they interrupt their work flow, leave
the IDE, and use a Web browser to perform and refine searches, and assess the results.
Finally, they transfer the obtained knowledge to the problem context in the IDE. The information is retrieved from different sources, such as forums, mailing lists (Bacchelli et al.
2012), blogs, Q&A websites, bug trackers (Anvik et al. 2006), etc. A prominent example is Stack Overflow, popular among developers as a venue for sharing programming
knowledge. Stack Overflow is vast. In 2010 it already had 300k users, and millions of questions, answers, and comments (Mamykina et al. ). This makes finding the right piece of
information cumbersome and challenging.
Recommender systems (Robillard et al. 2010) represent a possible solution to this problem. A recommender system gathers and analyzes data, identifies useful artifacts, and
suggests them to the developer. Seminal tools, such as E ROSE (Zimmermann et al. 2004),
H IPIKAT (Cubranic and Murphy 2003) and D EEP I NTELLISENSE (Holmes and Begel 2008),
suggest project artifacts in the IDE aiming at providing developers with additional information on specific parts of the system. They come however with a caveat: the developer must
proactively invoke them, and, once invoked, they continuously display information, which
may defeat their purpose, as they augment the complexity of what is displayed in the IDE.
Ideally, a recommender system should behave like a prompter in a theatre: ready to provide
suggestions whenever the actor needs them, and ready to autonomously give suggestions if
it feels something is going wrong.
The interaction between the theatre prompter and the actor is similar to the interaction between two developers doing pair programming, working side by side to write code.
These developers have different roles, i.e., the driver, who is in charge of writing code, and
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the observer, who observes the work of the driver (Williams 2001), tries to understand the
context, and, if she has enough confidence, interrupts the driver by giving suggestions. In
addition, the driver can consult the observer whenever she needs it, making the observer the
programming prompter of the programming actor.
By following a metaphor similar to the interaction between the theatre prompter and
the actor, we propose P ROMPTER, a fully automated tool that retrieves and recommends, through push notifications, relevant Stack Overflow discussions to the developer.
P ROMPTER makes the IDE a programming prompter that silently observes and analyzes the
code context in the
IDE, searches for Stack Overflow discussions on the Web, evaluates their relevance
by taking into consideration code aspects (e.g., code clones, type matching), conceptual
aspects (e.g., textual similarity), and Stack Overflow community aspects (e.g., user reputation) to decide, given a certain amount of self-confidence (encoded in a threshold the user
can change through a slider, to make the recommender quiet or talkative) when to suggest
discussions.
We have evaluated P ROMPTER through two studies. In the first one (Study I)
we asked 33 developers to indicate to what extent the Stack Overflow discussions
pushed by P ROMPTER for 37 code snippets were actually related to them. Participants positively evaluated 76 % of the recommendations. In the second study (Study
II) we assessed the usefulness of P ROMPTER to developers performing development
and maintenance tasks. We evaluated the performance (in terms of completeness of the
assigned task) of 12 participants when performing the assigned tasks with and without
P ROMPTER support. The achieved results showed that the boost provided by the P ROMPTER
recommendations helped participants in improving their performance of 24 % on
average.
In addition, we replicated Study I after one year with 18 additional participants. The
goal of the replicated study was to assess the impact of the “volatility” of the information
exploited by P ROMPTER on its recommendations. Indeed, P ROMPTER exploits information
mined from Stack Overflow that are not guaranteed to be always available (e.g., a discussion might be deleted or moved toward other Q&A websites) and that can change over
time (e.g., the content of a question in a Stack Overflow discussion can always be updated
by the user who formulated the question). The results of our study showed that 78 % of
the Stack Overflow discussions recommended by prompter in Study I changed after one
year (i.e., a different Stack Overflow discussion is pushed by P ROMPTER starting from
the same code context). This result highlights the irreproducibility of studies performed to
evaluate recommenders mining information from “volatile” sources like Q&A websites.
Also, it highlights the fact that the performances of recommenders based on information available on online Web forums or code search engines can vary over time. Despite
these changes in the P ROMPTER recommendations, our results show that the new Stack
Overflow discussions pushed by P ROMPTER are as well-evaluated by participants as the
old ones.
Summarizing, this paper makes the following contributions:
–
–
–
–

a novel ranking model to evaluate the relevance of a Stack Overflow discussion, given
a code context in the IDE, by considering code, conceptual and community aspects;
the implementation of our approach in the P ROMPTER Eclipse plug-in;
an empirical evaluation, Study I, aimed at validating the devised ranking model;
a controlled experiment, Study II, aimed at evaluating the usefulness of P ROMPTER
during development and maintenance tasks;
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–
–

the replication of Study I after one year, to assess the impact of information volatility
on the P ROMPTER recommendations;
a comprehensive replication package publicly available at http://prompter.inf.usi.ch/.

Structure of the Paper In Section 2 we present our approach and its implementation
in P ROMPTER. In Section 3 we present the results of the ranking model evaluation of
P ROMPTER (Study I). In Section 4 we present the evaluation of P ROMPTER with developers (Study II), while the replication of Study I one year later is described in Section 5.
We discuss threats to validity in Section 6 and review related work in Section 7. Section 8
concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.

2 P ROMPTER
We first introduce P ROMPTER’s user interface and architecture. We then discuss and
describe the approach implemented in P ROMPTER, especially focusing on the ranking
model, its features, and the techniques that enable its self-confidence.

2.1 User Interface
Figure 1 shows the user interface of P ROMPTER. It provides two views through which the
user can (i) receive and track notifications, and (ii) read the suggested Stack Overflow discussions. The notification center (1) is the main view of P ROMPTER and it is used to notify
the developer whenever a relevant result is available. When P ROMPTER considers a discussion as relevant for the current context (i.e., for the code opened in the IDE), it opens the
notification center and plays a sound. If a Stack Overflow discussion is notified more than
once, it is pushed to the top of the list for visibility.
Figure 2 shows an example of notification. The developer is provided with some
information regarding
(a)
(b)

the title of the Stack Overflow discussion,
the notification date and time, and

2

Fig. 1 The P ROMPTER User Interface

1
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Fig. 2 P ROMPTER notification details

(c)

the confidence level of P ROMPTER on the Stack Overflow discussion against the
related code context,

Moreover, P ROMPTER provides feedback, tracking and linking functionalities in the
bottom-right corner. By clicking on the thumb up (down) icon, the developer can rate
the discussion as useful (useless) with respect to the coding activity she is performing in
the IDE. Currently, the feedbacks provided by P ROMPTER’s users are only stored in a
database for possible future usages, including: (i) a better tuning of the P ROMPTER ranking
model, and (ii) the possibility to gather indications on the goodnesses of the P ROMPTER’s
recommendations during case studies.
The other icons on the notification allow the developer of backtracking the code entity
associated with a specific notification (eye icon), or to link the suggested discussion to its
code entity (chain icon). If the developer clicks on the former, P ROMPTER opens up a code
editor and highlights the portion of code related to the notification. If the developer clicks
on the latter, a simple annotation reporting the URL of the discussions is created in the code
in form of a comment.
Whenever a developer clicks on a notification, a Stack Overflow document view (point 2
in Fig. 1) is opened, which shows the contents of the Stack Overflow discussion. At the top
of the notification center, the developer can change the sensitivity of the notification system
(point 2 in Fig. 3(a)): by sliding to the right P ROMPTER is more talkative and produces more
notifications, by sliding to the left it becomes more taciturn and requires a higher level of
confidence to notify the developer. Moreover, by clicking on the arrow in the top-left corner
(point 1 in Fig. 3(a)), the developer can access the full result set of Stack Overflow discussions related to the last notification (i.e., the other Stack Overflow discussions retrieved by
P ROMPTER for the same code context but not pushed as having a lower confidence level).

1

2

4

Fig. 3 Notification center bars of P ROMPTER
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Explicit Query Writing Sometimes P ROMPTER is not able to point out the right Stack
Overflow discussion or probably it has not enough information to generate a notification.
A similar situation could happen at the very beginning of the development, when there are
just few lines of code (e.g., a class stub) written in the IDE’s code editor. To overcome
these situations, we implemented an additional manual interaction where we provide the
developer with the capability to perform manual searches. Whenever the developer wants
to search for Stack Overflow discussions on her own, she can click on the manual search
button at the top right corner (point 3 in Fig. 3(a)). The notification center disappears and a
manual search bar becomes available (Fig. 3(b)). There, the developer can manually type a
query (point 4 in Fig. 3(b)) and search for Stack Overflow discussions. As it will be clearer
later, the first version of P ROMPTER did not implement the search bar for manual query
formulation. The need for such a feature has been highlighted by participants of our second
study (see Section 4).
The results are presented in form of notification, where each one presents a confidence
value according to the code context obtained from the code editor on top, that is, the active
code editor. While the developer is interacting with the manual search view, she can continue modifying and writing code. If P ROMPTER pushes a discussion in the meanwhile, the
developer is notified anyway: a counter of the unseen notifications will popup on top of
the notification center icon—point 5 in Fig. 3(b)—and it resets as soon as the developer
accesses the notification center by clicking on the icon.
Explicit Invocation A prompter in a theatre not only prompts the right sentence to the
actors on the stage, but also provides support on demand. Indeed, an actor can always ask
the prompter for a cue in order to go on with the show. In P ROMPTER we implemented the
same interaction: the developer can always ask P ROMPTER to perform a search on a specific
code entity (i.e., method or class), by accessing the contextual menu in the code editor, or on

Fig. 4 Explicit invocation of P ROMPTER via contextual menu
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the package explorer. In the first case, P ROMPTER searches discussions for the code entity
identified by cursor in the editor, while in the second case it searches according to the code
entity selected (see Fig. 4).

2.2 Architecture and Control Flow
Figure 5 depicts the interactions among all the components of P ROMPTER when it searches,
evaluates, and triggers a new notification to the developer.
P ROMPTER tracks code contexts every time a change in the source code occurs. The
extracted code context—code elements to formulate the query—is sent to the Query Generation Service, which formulates a query starting from the code context. It extracts a query
and, according to a set of parameters described later, determines if a new search can be triggered. This information is sent back, with the query and the context, to the plug-in. Since
the query is the basis of every search triggered by P ROMPTER, the plug-in also considers the
query when deciding to trigger a new search. P ROMPTER submits a new search only if the
query differs from the last one. The query and code context are sent to the Search Service,
which acts as a proxy between the plug-in, the search engines to which the query is sent,
and the Stack Overflow API. The query is sent to search engines (Google, Bing) to perform
a Web search on the Stack Overflow website. The first 100 Stack Overflow discussions
retrieved by each of the two search engines (a retrieved URL refers to a question from Stack
Overflow if it matches the form stackoverflow.com/ questions/ id/ title) are collected and
merged in a single set, where duplicates are removed. Note that this set of retrieved Stack
Overflow’s discussions is not ranked in any way (i.e., we ignore the ranking made by the
search engine) since P ROMPTER will evaluate the relevance of each of these discussions to

Fig. 5 The UML sequence diagram representing the background search phase performed by P ROMPTER
whenever the developer modifies a code entity
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the code context by using its own ranking model. The search service uses the Stack Overflow question ID to retrieve the discussion via the Stack Overflow API. Every discussion
is ranked according to the Ranking Model (see Section 2.3), that takes into account the
developer’s code context. The ranked list of URLs, along with the related confidence values
given by the model, is sent back to P ROMPTER. The plug-in takes the top-ranked discussion and evaluates its confidence level against the threshold set by the developer. In case the
confidence surpasses the threshold, the top-ranked discussion is notified to the developer.

2.3 Retrieval Approach
Our approach is capable of (i) connecting different aspects of the code written by developers
to the information contained either in the text or in the code of Stack Overflow discussions,
and (ii) taking into consideration information about the quality of the discussions that Stack
Overflow has available (e.g., user reputation and questions/answers score). Our previous
work only used text similarity to retrieve Stack Overflow discussions related to the actual
code (Ponzanelli et al. 2013a). This led to errors in the identification of relevant discussions.

Tracking Code Contexts in the IDE P ROMPTER is meant to be a silent observer
“looking” at what a developer writes, with the aim of suggesting relevant Stack Overflow
discussions. Whenever the developer types, P ROMPTER waits until the developer stops writing for at least s seconds,1 identifies the current code element (i.e., method or class) that
has been modified, and extracts the current context, which consists of: (i) a fully qualified
name identifying the code element;2 (ii) the source code of the modified element (i.e., class
or method); (iii) the types of the used API, taking into account only types outside the analyzed Eclipse project (i.e., declared in external libraries or in the JDK); and (iv) the names
of methods invoked in the API, again considering only external libraries and JDK only. The
extracted information (i.e., the context) is sent to the Query Generation Service (see Fig. 5)
to generate a query.

Generating Queries from Code Context Since we want to automatize the triggering
of searches for discussions on Stack Overflow, we have to devise a strategy to build a
query describing the current code context in the IDE. A näive approach (Ponzanelli et al.
2013a) is to treat the code as a bag of words by: (i) splitting identifiers and removing
stop words; (ii) ranking the obtained terms according to their frequency; and (iii) selecting
the top-n most frequent terms. Using only the frequency value is not highly discriminating in selecting terms that appropriately describe the context: Words like run or exception,
even if very frequent in source code, have a too general meaning in programming to discriminate the programming context. Our solution is to also consider the entropy of a
given term t in Stack Overflow—previously used in the context of quality assessment and

1 The

s threshold is customizable. By default it is set to 5.

2 Classes

are identified by the unique id projectName.packageName.ClassName, methods are identified by
projectName.packageName.ClassName.methodSignature
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reformulation of queries for text retrieval in software engineering (Haiduc et al. 2013;
Haiduc et al. 2012; Haiduc et al. 2012)—and computed as:
Et = −



p(d) · logμ p(d)

(1)

d∈Dt

where Dt is the set of discussions in Stack Overflow containing the term t, μ is the
number of discussions in Stack Overflow, and p(d) represents the probability that the random variable (term) t is in the state (discussion) d. Such a probability is computed as
the ratio between the number of occurrences of the term t in the discussion d over the
total number of occurrences of the term t in all the discussions in Stack Overflow. The
entropy has a value in the interval of [0, 1]. The higher the value, the lower the discriminating power of the term. We computed the entropy of all 105,439 terms present in Stack
Overflow discussions by using the data dump of June 20133 . Frequent terms exhibit high
levels of entropy (e.g., for run the entropy was 0.75) compared to less frequent and more
discriminative terms (e.g., for swt the entropy was 0.25). Therefore, term entropy can be
used to lower the prominence of frequent terms that do not sufficiently discriminate the
context.
It is important to point out that the interpretation of term entropy is more similar to
the interpretation of Gibbs’ entropy from thermodynamics than to the Shannon’s entropy
(Shannon 1948). That is, words that are highly diffused across documents have high entropy,
much alike particles in a gas, whereas words occurring only in few documents have a low
entropy, much alike particles in a solid. Our definition of entropy may still be interpreted
as a Shannon entropy, similarly to what done by Hassan (2009) to change entropy. That is,
if a word is scattered in many files, you need more bits to keep track of where it is located
(e.g., the inverted index representation would allocate more memory for that word) than if
it appears in few documents.
Last, but not least, it is important to point out that, while Et converges to a idf (i.e.,
Inverse Document Frequency) when a term is diffused, strictly speaking the definition of
Et is different from the idf definition. Indeed, previous studies that compared the idf and
the entropy, concluded that “despite the - log(P) form of the traditional IDF measure, any
strong relationship between it and the ideas of Shannon’s information theory is elusive.”
Robertson (2004).
The Query Generation Service ranks the terms in the context based on a term quality
index (TQI):
TQIt = νt · (1 − Et )

(2)

where t is the term, νt is frequency in the context, and Et is its entropy value measured as
described before.
Once the ranking is complete, the Query Generation Service selects the top n terms to
devise the query, plus the word java. The query can exceed n terms in case two or more
terms exhibit the same TQI value.

3 http://www.clearbits.net/torrents/2141-jun-2013
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To better understand this process, we show an example of query creation.

Listing 1 shows a Java method from which the Query Service has to extract a query. The
method is making use of a library applying the Snowball Stemmer4 on a set of tokens. By
treating the code as bag of words, we tokenize the text on white spaces, split on case-change,
symbols and numbers, lower the case, and remove English stop-words and Java keywords.
Table 1 shows the resulting tokens with the respective frequency and entropy value. Tokens
in bold are the one selected for the query.
We can notice how the entropy acts as dumping factor for the frequency, making high
entropy value terms lose power. An example is the term tokens that has more priority than
the term list even though it has half the frequency values of the other term. However, the
term entropy approach has one drawback. We observed that terms with a very low entropy
(thus good candidates to be part of a query) may be terms containing typos (e.g., for override the entropy was 0.63, and for overide it was 0.05). They are present in very few Stack
Overflow discussions and thus have a low entropy. To overcome this problem, before selecting the n terms to create the query, we use the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966) to
check for terms with a very high textual similarity. If we detect two terms (say ti and tj )
having Levenshtein distance = 1, the term having the lower frequency in the context (say
ti ) is discarded and considered as a likely typo, and its frequency is added to the frequency
of tj . If the two terms have the same frequency, we discard the lower entropy term as a
likely typo.

2.4 Prompter Ranking Model
The goal of the ranking model is to rank the retrieved Stack Overflow discussions, and
assign them a value that measures their relevance to the query. It relies on 8 different features
that capture relations between Stack Overflow discussions and source code.
1.

Textual Similarity: The similarity of the code in the IDE to the textual part of a
Stack Overflow discussion without code samples. The goal is to assess the similarity between the topics of the code and the topics of the discussion. We use A PACHE
L UCENE to create the index and preprocess the contents, by removing English stop
words and Java language keywords, by splitting compound identifiers/token based on
case change and presence of digits, and by applying the Snowball stemming. Finally, we
compute the cosine similarity among the tf-idf vectors(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto
1999; Manning et al. 2008).

4 http://snowball.tartarus.org/
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Table 1 Selected terms for the code entity in Listing 1
Term

Frequency

Entropy

TQI

stemmer

6

0.15

5.10

stemmed

3

0.15

2.55

tokens

2

0.45

1.10

list

4

0.74

1.04

snowball

1

0.11

0.89

stem

1

0.25

0.75

english

1

0.51

0.49

filter

1

0.58

0.42

array

1

0.72

0.28

set

1

0.80

0.20

add

1

0.84

0.16

2.

3.

4.

5.

Code Similarity: The percentage of lines of code in the IDE that are cloned in the
Stack Overflow discussion. We use D U D E (Wettel and Marinescu 2005), a fast and
lightweight line-based textual clone detector, to identify cloned statements among code
and documents.
API Types Similarity: The percentage of API types used in the code that are also
present in the Stack Overflow discussion. These are types that are not declared in the
project, but in external libraries or in the JDK. The higher the usage of the same types
in both discussions and code, the more the potential usefulness of the discussions. To
identify the API types, we parse every code sample in the discussion with the Eclipse
JDT parser. We are able to resolve types among different samples in the discussion as
long as the fully qualified name (e.g., imports) of the type is used in one them, or if the
identified type is part of the standard JDK. In case of unresolved types, we match the
identified simple name of the class with the simple name of the types used in the code.
API Methods Similarity: The percentage of API method invocations in the code
present in the Stack Overflow discussion. Higher values suggest a similarity in API
usage. We use the Eclipse JDT parser to identify method invocations that respect the
Java grammar even if the type is not resolved. Since we can only identify the name and
number of parameters without any signature, we only consider the name of the invoked
method, which helps matching overloaded methods.
Question Score: The quality of the score of the question in the Stack Overflow discussion. Since the score is not bounded, we normalize the value in the range [0,1] using a
sigmoid function:
σ (x) =

6.

1
1 + e(x̄−x)

(3)

where x is the score and x̄ is the average of the scores of all the questions in Stack
Overflow according to the data dump of June 2013. This index indicates the quality of
the question, according to the Stack Overflow community.
Accepted Answer Score: The quality of the score of the accepted answers in the Stack
Overflow discussion. In case no accepted answer is present, the score is set to zero.
The score is normalized like the question score, using the related average score. This
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7.

8.

index indicates the quality of the accepted answer, according to the Stack Overflow
community.
User Reputation: The level of reputation of the person who posted the question. The
value is normalized like the two previous features, using the related average value.
Differently from the two previous indexes, this index evaluates the reliability of the
person who asked the question on the Stack Overflow community.
Tags Similarity: The percentage of tags covered by keywords extracted from imports.
Tags gets split on number and symbols to remove versions, and tokens are matched
against the tokens obtained by splitting imports on dots and lowering the case, without considering the case change. For example the tag apache-httpclient-4.x becomes
[apache, httpclient] and the import statement org.apache.http.client.HttpClient
becomes [org, apache, http, client, httpclient] . In this case, there is a 100% coverage
of the tags. The idea is to identify the topics or libraries used in the discussions even if
there is no code in the discussion.

Ranking Model Definition These 8 features are linearly combined to define the ranking
model. Each feature is assigned a weight that defines the impact of this specific feature on
the overall score:
S=

n

i=1

wi · f i

having

n


wi = 1

(4)

i=1

where fi ∈ [0, 1] is a feature value and wi ∈ [0, 1] is the assigned weight. In doing so, the
score S ranges in the interval [0,1] as well. The next step is to calibrate the weights of the
PROMPTER features in (4).

Calibration of the ranking model We need a way to objectively measure the recommendation accuracy of a given PROMPTER configuration, a “gold standard” composed of
code contexts each of which is linked to a set of “relevant” (useful to a developer working
on a specific context) Stack Overflow discussions. With such a dataset, the recommendation accuracy of a specific PROMPTER configuration can be measured as the number of code
contexts for which PROMPTER is able to retrieve a relevant Stack Overflow discussion in the
first position. Since PROMPTER recommends only the top ranked document, we only need
to evaluate the accuracy for that document.
To identify the best configuration we used an exhaustive combinatorial search. We measured the performance of all configurations obtained varying each weight between 0 and 1
with step size 0.01 where the weights total 1, as defined in (4). Although time-consuming,
this avoids that a possible sub-optimal calibration affects the study results. If a faster calibration were required, a search-based approach could be used, as done for information retrieval
(Lohar et al. 2013; Panichella et al. 2013) or clone detectors (Wang et al. 2013).
Such a calibration process might be highly biased by the choice of the dataset, i.e., of
the set of code contexts. We mitigate this threat by maximizing the dataset diversity, and
its representativeness of various programming problems developers could encounter: We
collected a set of problems encountered by industrial developers and Master and Bachelor
students during laboratory and project activities. For each problem, we asked the subjects
to provide a description and the code they produced before requesting or searching for
solutions.
We collected 74 code contexts, 48 from academic contexts and 26 from industry. We
randomly sampled half of them (37) for the calibration, and used the remaining 37 for the
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first evaluation of PROMPTER described in Section 3. For each of the 37 contexts used for
the calibration, we browsed Stack Overflow with the aim of finding pertinent, helpful,
discussions. More than one discussion could be identified in this phase. The set of relevant
documents manually identified represents our “gold standard” to measure the suggestion
accuracy of a specific P ROMPTER’s configuration.
Table 2 reports the configuration that provides the best recommendation accuracy. The
indices with value 0.00 have been discarded from the model after completing the calibration.
We have used this configuration for the two evaluation studies. Having 74 code contexts
available (along with manually identified relevant documents), and having calibrated the
model using only 37 of them, we could have used the other 37 contexts as a test set to
automatically evaluate the performance of the ranking model. However, such an evaluation
would have been biased by our manual validation of the links between contexts and relevant
documents. We do not have such a threat in our studies, because the relevance was evaluated
by external participants (Study I), or where participants used PROMPTER in maintenance
and development tasks (Study II).

2.5 Putting it Together
The result of the PROMPTERranking model is not sufficient to determine if a discussion is
to be recommended or not. As we discussed in Section 2.1, the user can define the sensitivity of PROMPTER in notifying new discussions, and we showed how the Query Service
determines if a new search is to be triggered or not. Triggering a new search and notifying
a discussion relies on two thresholds: (i) Query Entropy Threshold and (ii) Minimum Confidence Threshold. The former is sent to the Query Service and defines the entropy level that
should not be exceeded by the median (or mean, depending on the user preferences) of the
terms of the query. If the value is below the threshold, a new search is triggered. The latter
defines the minimum confidence level needed for a discussion to be recommended.
Both thresholds range in the interval [0, 1]. We limited the interval to [0.1, 0.9] to prevent PROMPTER from not being able to submit new searches or notify new discussions.
Whenever one uses the sensitivity slider, these values are modified in an inverse proportional way. A complete slide to the right means a high-sensitive configuration with Query
Entropy Threshold at 0.9 and Minimum Confidence Threshold at 0.1, and the opposite
otherwise.

Table 2 PROMPTER Ranking Model: Best Configuration
Index

Weight

Textual Similarity

0.32

Code Similarity

0.00

API Types Similarity

0.00

API Methods Similarity

0.30

Question Score

0.07

Accepted Answer Score

0.00

User Reputation

0.13

Tags Similarity

0.18
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3 Study I: Evaluating Prompter’s Recommendation Accuracy
RQ1 :To what extent are the Stack Overflow discussions identified by
relevant?

PROMPTER

The goal of our first empirical study (Study I) is to evaluate, from a developer’s perspective,
the relevance of the Stack Overflow discussions identified by P ROMPTER, i.e., we are interested in understanding to what extent the retrieved discussion provides useful information
to a developer working on a particular code snippet.

3.1 Study Design and Planning
The context of the study consists of participants, i.e., various kinds of developers, among
professionals and students, and objects, i.e., source code snippets and its related Stack Overflow discussion as identified by P ROMPTER. This study aims at answering the following
research question:
We asked 55 people (industrial developers, academics, and students) to complete a questionnaire aimed at evaluating the relevance of the Stack Overflow discussions identified
by P ROMPTER, by analyzing a specific code snippet. 33 participants filled in the questionnaire by answering the questionnaire through a Web application. They received the URL
of the questionnaire, along with instructions, via email. Before accessing the questionnaire,

Table 3 Study I Answers Questionnaire Summary. Percentages for Q3 and Q4 are calculated on the total
number for subjects
Question

Answer

Total

Percentage

Job

Industrial Developers

13

39 %

PhD Students

9

27 %

Master Students

7

21 %

Bachelor Students

2

6%

Q1 : Have you ever worked in industry?
If yes, how long?

Faculty

2

6%

< 3 years

21

64 %

3-5 years

3

9%

> 5 years

2

6%
21 %

Never

7

Q2 : How long have you been

< 3 years

5

15 %

programming in Java?

3-5 years

5

15 %

> 5 years

22

67 %

Never

1

3%

Q3 : What kind of traditional

Javadoc

22

67 %

documentation do you usually use?

Official API Documentation

28

85 %

Books

9

27%

Q4 : What kind of additional

StackOverflow

26

79 %

resources do you usually use?

Forums

24

73 %

Mailing List

7

21 %

Others

7

21 %
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participants were required to create an account, with login credentials, and to fill in a prequestionnaire aimed at gathering information on their background. The answers to this
pre-questionnaire are reported in Table 3.
The majority of the participants are industrial developers (39 %) while 79 % of participants declared to have spent some years in industry. Only 18 % of participants have less than
three years of experience in Java programming while 67 % have more than five years. Most
of participants use Javadoc and API Documentation as traditional documentation, while
they mostly rely Stack Overflow and Forums as additional resources. Note that the different
background of participants is a requirement for this study, since P ROMPTER should be able
to support developers having different skills, programming knowledge, and experience.
Once the participants answered the pre-questionnaire, they had to perform (up to) 37
tasks where the Web application showed a Java class and a discussion from Stack Overflow that P ROMPTER suggested as top-1 ranked discussion among the results retrieved
when analyzing that class. Even though participants had the chance of skipping tasks, we
obtained at least 30 answers for each task. In the context of this study, we used the remaining 37 code snippets manually collected as explained in the previous section. Participants
expressed their level of agreement to the claim “The code and the Stack Overflow discussion
are related”, providing a score on a five points Likert scale (Oppenheim 1992): 1 (strongly
disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree), and 5 (strongly agree). In other words, the
participants had to indicate to what extent the discussion could help them in completing the
implementation task in the showed class.
Figure 6 shows an example of task from our survey. After submitting the score, participants were asked to write an optional comment to explain the rationale for their evaluation.
We gave participants four weeks to complete the questionnaire. The participants were
neither aware of the experimented technique (i.e., P ROMPTER) nor how the Stack Overflow discussions were selected. The Web questionnaire was also designed to (i) show the
37 tasks to participants in random order to limit learning and tiredness effects, and (ii)
measure the time spent by each subject in answering each question. Response time was
collected to detect participants who provided answers in less than 10 seconds, i.e., without
carefully reading code and the Stack Overflow discussion. This was not the case for any
participant.

Fig. 6 An Example Question from the Questionnaire Assessing Discussions Retrieved by P ROMPTER
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3.2 Analysis of the Results
We quantitatively analyzed participants’ answers through violin-plots (Hintze and Nelson
1998) to assess the ability of P ROMPTER in identifying relevant Stack Overflow discussions
given a piece of code. Violin plots combine box-plots and kernel density functions, thus
providing a better indication of the shape of a distribution. The dot inside a violin plot
represents the median. A thick line is drawn between the lower and upper quartiles, while a
thin line is drawn between the lower and upper tails.
Figure 7 shows the violin-plots of scores provided by participants of our experiment to
each of the 37 questions composing our questionnaire (i.e., their level of agreement to the
claim “the code and the Stack Overflow discussion are related”). To understand whether

Fig. 7 Violin Plots of Scores Assigned by Participants to the Evaluated Stack Overflow Discussions
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P ROMPTER excels in particular domains, we grouped the 37 tasks based on the topic/piece
of technology they are related to, instead of ordering the tasks by their number.
Overall, the analyzed Stack Overflow discussions have been considered related to the
showed Java code snippet. Specifically, 28 out of the 37 analyzed discussions (76 %)
received a median score greater or equal than 4. This indicates that participants agreed or
strongly agreed to the above reported claim. Among the remaining 9 discussions, 5 (14 %)
achieved 3 as median, meaning that participants were generally undecided about their relevance to the code context, and four (10 %) were mostly marked as not relevant achieving
a median score of 2 (i.e., disagree). In the following, we discuss two examples in which
P ROMPTER performed well, and a scenario in which we show its limitations.
Example 1 The question reported in Fig. 6 (question 8 in Fig. 7) is an example where the
achieved median score is 5. The class CompressByteArray—implementing the compression of a byte array using the Deflater class—has been linked by P ROMPTER
to the Stack Overflow discussion Compression/Decompression of Strings using the
deflater5 . Among the comments left by developers to their votes, one explained her
“strongly agree” vote with the following sentence: it is a good discussion if working
on the CompressByteArray class, since it talks about compression with deflater,
decompression, but also about problems that could be experienced and possible solutions.
Example 2 Another Stack Overflow discussion felt by developers as strongly related to the
companion Java class was the one entitled Java regex email6 (question 9 in Fig. 7) and
associated to the Utility class in Listing 2:

The Utility class emulates a developer experiencing troubles in writing the method
is-Valid-Email-Address, aimed at validating through the Java regex mechanism an email address provided as parameter. The regular expression stored in variable
EMAIL REGEX is wrong, and for this reason is-Valid-Email-Address is incorrect.
In the Stack Overflow discussion retrieved by P ROMPTER as the most related one to
the Utility class, a user is asking help since she is experiencing a similar problem when
trying to validate an email address using Java regex. The top answer in this discussion
contains the solution to the problem in method is-Valid-Email-Address, i.e., the
correct regular expression to validate email addresses. This explains why almost all subjects
involved in our study (26 out of 32) assigned a score equal to 5 to this discussion.
5 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9542987
6 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/8204680
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Example 3 Developers did not consider particularly useful the discussion Invoke only a
method of a servlet class not the whole servlet7 related to the ShoppingCartViewerCookie
servlet class (question 36 in Fig. 7). The reason why P ROMPTER linked ShoppingCartViewerCookie to this discussion is because it is about servlets, but not about the particular
problem the developer wants to solve (i.e., managing cookies). Instead, the discussion
explains how to invoke a single method of a servlet. This was also confirmed by one of the
participants: “the SO discussion does not mention how to use cookies”. This example shows
the limits of P ROMPTER: It correctly captures the general context of the code (a developer is
working on a servlet class), but it fails to identify the problem she is experiencing when trying to implement a specific feature. The same happened in the few cases where our approach
obtained low scores (questions 3, 23, and 37 in Fig. 7).

4 Study II: Evaluating Prompter with Developers
The goal of this study is to evaluate to what extent the use of P ROMPTER can be useful to
developers during a development or maintenance task. The quality focus is the completeness
(and correctness) of the task a developer can perform in a limited time frame, e.g., because
of a hard deadline. The context consists of objects, i.e., participants have to perform two
tasks with/without the availability of P ROMPTER. We had 12 participants (3 BSc and 3 MSc
CS students, and 6 industrial developers). Before the study, we screened the participants by
using a pre-study questionnaire, asking them about their experience in programming and
Java (the study tasks were in Java). The experience was measured in terms of (i) the number of years of Java programming, and (ii) a self-assessment based on a five-points Likert
scale (Oppenheim 1992) going from 1 (very low experience) to 5 (very high experience).
Also, we asked participants which sources of documentation they generally exploit when
programming.

Subjects Analysis All participants have at least 3 years of experience in programming,
with a maximum of 12 reached by an industrial developer and a median of 6.5. They have
a median of 4 years of Java programming experience. Participants claimed to have a good
experience in programming and Java programming with a median of four (high experience)
in both cases. Only two BSc students assessed their experience at 3 (medium), while all
the others declared a high experience (4). The sources of information mostly exploited by
participants when programming are: Stack Overflow (10 participants), Forums (8), Javadoc
(8), and Books (6).

Tasks The tasks participants have to perform are one maintenance task and one greenfield
development task (i.e., from scratch). The choice of tasks was performed taking into account
that, being the study executed within a lab, the tasks could not be too long nor complicated.

7 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13509291
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On the other side, the tasks could not be too simple, to avoid a “ceiling” effect, i.e., that
all participants correctly completed the tasks without problems, regardless of the use of
P ROMPTER.
Maintenance Task (MT). This task required the implementation of new features in a
Java 2D arcade game, where the player controls a spaceship to destroy an attacking alien
enemy fleet. In its original implementation, the game directly starts when its Main class is
executed. We asked participants to perform the following changes:
–
–

–
–

Change 1. When starting the game, present to the player a home screen containing two
buttons named “Start Game” and “Show Best Scores”.
Change 2. By clicking on “Start Game”, the player can fill in a form composed of a
text box labeled with “Specify a Nickname” and a “Go!” button, that allows the user to
start the game.
Change 3. When the game is over, the score (i.e., the number of aliens destroyed) must
be stored together with the user’s nickname in a file named scores.xml.
Change 4. By clicking on “Show Best Scores”, the player can view the ranking of the
top 10 scores achieved ever. This data must be loaded from the previously described
file scores.xml.

Development Task (DT). For this task the participants had to create from scratch a Java
program that, given the URL of a Web page and an e-mail address, converts the HTML page
into a PDF and then send it via email to the specified address. The task consisted in three
sub-tasks aimed at implementing the following features:
–

–

–

Feature 1. The program shows a form with the following input fields: (i) the URL of
an HTML Web page, (ii) an e-mail address, and (iii) the “object field” for the e-mail to
be sent.
Feature 2. The program converts the HTML web page at the provided address in PDF,
using the three following conversion rules: (i) the content of the HTML tag <title>
must become the PDF title, using Arial font with a 16 pt size; (ii) the images in the
HTML tags <img> must be shown center-aligned in the PDF; and (iii) the content of
the HTML tag <p> must become the PDF body, by adopting as font Arial 12 pt.
Feature 3. Once the PDF is created, it has to be sent as attachment in an e-mail to the
specified address, with the specified object.

We did not provide to participants any indication about the strategy to follow in the
implementation of the two tasks.

4.1 Research Questions and Variables
The study aims at addressing the following research question:
RQ2 :Does P ROMPTER helpdeveloperstocompletetheirtaskcorrectly?
We investigate if the use of P ROMPTER helps developers when performing coding
activities and in particular to what extent—within the available time frame, and when
working with or without P ROMPTER—participants are able to correctly complete the task
(or part of it).
The dependent variable aimed at addressing RQ2 is the task completeness. Since it is
difficult to automatically evaluate task completeness, we asked two independent industrial
developers to act as “evaluators” and to assess task completeness by performing code review
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on each task implemented by participants. The evaluators did not know the goal of the study
nor which tasks were performed with (without) P ROMPTER’s support. To help them in the
assessment, we provided a checklist aimed at assigning a fixed completeness score to each
of the sub-tasks correctly implemented by participants when working on MT and DT. The
checklist for the maintenance task was the following:
1.

15 %: The home screen containing the buttons “Start Game” and “Show Best Scores”
has been implemented.
2. 25 %: The “Start Game” button correctly works, allowing the player to insert her
nickname. Also, by clicking on “Go!” the game correctly starts.
3. 35 %: When the game is over the player score is correctly stored in the scores.xml
file.
4. 25 %: The “Show Best Scores” button works, by showing the top 10 scores.
The percentage of completeness assigned for each sub-task was proportional to its difficulty
and complexity. The evaluators were independent, and conducted a discussion in case of
diverging scores. This happened on four out of the 24 evaluated tasks and the divergence
was quickly solved by evaluators performing an additional code inspection.
The main factor and independent variable of this study is the presence or absence
of P ROMPTER. Specifically, such a factor has two levels, i.e.,the availability of
P ROMPTER(P R) or not (N O P R). Other factors that could influence the results are (i) the
(possible) different difficulty of the two tasks MT and DT, (ii) the participants’ (selfassessed) Skills and (iii) Experience in Java development, and (iv) the years of Industrial
Experience (if any) they may have.

4.2 Study Design and Procedure
The study design—shown in Table 4—is a classical paired design for experiments with one
factor and two treatments. The design is conceived in a way that:
–
–
–

each participant worked both with and without P ROMPTER’s support,
each participant had to perform different tasks (MT and DT) across the two sessions to
avoid learning effect,
different participants worked with and without P ROMPTER in different ordering, as well
as on the two different tasks MT and DT.

Overall, this means partitioning participants into four groups, receiving different treatments in the two laboratory sessions. When assigning participants to the four groups, we
made sure that their level of experience was (roughly) uniformly distributed across groups.
We carried out a pre-laboratory briefing, in which participants were trained on the use
of P ROMPTER, and the laboratory procedure was illustrated in details. However, in doing
so, we made sure not to reveal the study research questions. In addition, the training was
performed on tasks not related to MT and DT to not bias the experiment.

Table 4 Study II: Design
Session

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

1

MT-P R

MT-N O P R

DT-P R

DT-N O P R

2

DT-N O P R

DT-P R

MT-N O P R

MT-P R
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Participants had to perform the study in two sessions of 90 minutes each (i.e., participants
had a maximum of 90 minutes to complete each of the required tasks) interleaved by a 60minute break to avoid fatigue effects8 . At the end of each session, each participant provided
the code she implemented.
To simulate a real development context, participants were allowed to use whatever they
want to complete the tasks including any material available on the Internet. After the study,
we collected qualitative information by (i) using a post-study questionnaire and afterwards,
by (ii) conducting focus-group interviews.
The post-study questionnaire was composed of: (i) three questions asking if participants
used Internet, the suggestions by P ROMPTER, and their own knowledge during implementation. To answer these three questions participants used a four points scale, choosing between
absolutely yes, more yes than no, more no than yes, and absolutely no; and (ii) a question
asking participants to evaluate the relevance of the suggestions generated by P ROMPTER.
In this case, we adopted a five-points Likert scale (Oppenheim 1992) going from 1 (totally
irrelevant) to 5 (very relevant).
During the focus-group interview, two of the authors and all participants discussed
together about P ROMPTER, trying to point out its weaknesses and strengths. This interview
lasted 45 minutes.

4.3 Analysis Method
In the following, we describe all the statistical procedures used to analyze data of this study
and address RQ2 . Analyses have been performed using the R statistical environment (Core
Team 2012). For all the used statistical tests, we consider a significance level α = 0.05.
First, we provide an overview of the distribution of task completeness values for the two
treatments P R and N O P R using box plots. In this study box plots are preferred over violin
plots since they allow to better focus on the comparison between the completeness achieved
by participants with the two treatments by not including visual details that violin plots provide. Then, we statistically compare results achieved with the two treatments. Given the
chosen (paired) design, we test the null hypothesis:
H0 : there is no statistically significant difference between
the completeness achieved with and without P ROMPTER’s support.
using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Sheskin 2007). This is a paired test,
to be used when we need to compare related samples, as in our case where we need to
compare the completeness achieved with and without P ROMPTER. Since we do not know a
priori in which direction the difference should be observed, we use a two-tailed test.
Besides testing the presence of a significant difference, we also assess the magnitude
of the observed difference using the Cliff’s delta (d) effect size (Grissom and Kim 2005)
which is an effect size measure suitable for non-parametric data. The Cliff’s d is defined as
the probability that a randomly-selected member of one sample has a higher response than
a randomly selected member of a second sample, minus the reverse probability. Cliff’s d
ranges in the interval [−1, 1] and it is considered small for 0.148 ≤ |d| < 0.33, medium for
0.33 ≤ |d| < 0.474, and large for |d| ≥ 0.474.
To investigate whether P ROMPTER helps differently for maintenance or development
tasks, we pairwise compare results achieved for different tasks using the Mann-Whitney
U test (equivalent to the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test) (Sheskin 2007). In this case we use an

8 During

the break participants did not have the chance to exchange information among them.
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unpaired test, because we cannot compare related samples, since each participant performed
a development task with P ROMPTER and a maintenance task without P ROMPTER, or vice
versa. Since here multiple tests have been performed, p-values have been adjusted using
Holm’s correction (Holm 1979). This procedure sorts the p-values resulting from n tests in
ascending order of values, multiplying the smallest by n, the next by n − 1, and so on.
Finally, we used permutation test (Baker 1995) to check, from a statistical standpoint,
the influence of the various co-factors and their interaction with the main factor treatment.
The permutation test is a non-parametric alternative to the two-way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA); differently from ANOVA, it does not require data to be normally distributed.
The general idea behind such a test is that the data distributions are built and compared by
computing all possible values of the statistical test while rearranging the labels (representing the various factors being considered) of the data points. We used an implementation
available in the lmPerm R package. We have set the number of iterations of the permutation
test procedure to 500,000. Since the permutation test samples permutations of combination
of factor levels, multiple runs of the test may produce different results. We made sure to

Fig. 8 Boxplots of Completeness achieved by Participants with (Pr) and without (NoPr) P ROMPTER
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choose a high number of iterations such that results did not vary over multiple executions
of the procedure.

4.4 Quantitative Analysis of the Results
Figure 8(a) shows boxplots of completeness achieved by participants when using (P R) and
when not using (N O P R) P ROMPTER. As it can be noticed, participants using P ROMPTER
were able to achieve a level of completeness greater than those not using it. The P R median
is 68% (mean 70%) against the 40% median (mean 46 %) of N O P R. In other words,
P ROMPTER allowed participants to achieve a median additional correctness of 28 % (mean
of 24 %). The Wilcoxon paired test indicates the presence of a statistically significant difference, with a p-value lower than 0.01, hence rejecting H0 . The Cliff’s d is 0.65, indicating
a large effect size.
Figure 8b and c show boxplots of completeness when focusing on results achieved
for MT and DT , respectively, to better understand where P ROMPTER results particularly helpful. P ROMPTER helped participants in both MT and DT, increasing the median
completeness achieved for MT of 10 %, and for DT of 40 %. The results of the MannWhitney unpaired two-tailed test indicates that for MT the difference is not significant
(p-value=0.23) and the effect size is 0.38 (medium), while there is statistically significant difference for DT (p-value=0.03), with a large effect size (0.88). P ROMPTER
produced much more benefits for DT, where participants implemented from scratch and
where they had to use several libraries, e.g., to parse the HTML page, to convert it
in PDF, to send an e-mail. In such a circumstance, P ROMPTER provided an effective
support by pointing to Stack Overflow discussions concerning the correct usage of such
libraries.
Concerning the effect of all other co-factors, the permutation test results, reported in
Table 5, indicate that:
–

–
–

Java Skills and Experience have a significant effect on the participants’ performance,
although they do not interact with the main factor. In other words, people with higher
skills and experience perform better, independently of P ROMPTER;
There is no effect nor interaction of the Industry Experience;
Task has no direct effect on the observed results. It marginally interacts with the main
factor: As we have also explained above, and as one could have expected from Figs. 8b
and c, P ROMPTER resulted more helpful for DT than for MT.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis of the Results
Results from the post-questionnaire provided us with interesting observations. First,
participants generally used Internet during the implementation of the required tasks. When
being asked, six of them answered absolutely yes, five more yes than no, and one more
no than yes. This is expected and consistent with the answers they provided to the prestudy questionnaire. Second, most participants felt to have used their knowledge in the tasks
implementation, with four of them answering absolutely yes, six more yes than no, and two
more no than yes.
As for the question related to the use of P ROMPTER’s recommendations, most of participants answered positively. Three of them answered absolutely yes, eight more yes than
no, and two more no than yes. The latter participants explained that they received very few
P ROMPTER’s recommendations, due to the fact that they spent much time on the Internet,
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Table 5 Effect of co-factors and their interaction with the main factor: results of permutation test
Java Skills
Df

R Sum Sq

R Mean Sq

Iter

Pr(Prob)

Treatment

1

3384.38

3384.38

500,000

0.01

Java Skills

1

2566.87

2566.87

500,000

0.02

Treatment:Java Skills

1

1.88

1.88

58,583

0.94

Residuals

20

8487.50

424.38

Java Experience
Df

R Sum Sq

R Mean Sq

Iter

Pr(Prob)

Treatment

1

3384.38

3384.38

500,000

0.01

Java Experience

1

2276.87

2276.87

500,000

0.03

Treatment:Java Experience

1

72.70

72.70

462,783

0.68

Residuals

20

8706.68

435.33

Industry Experience
Treatment

Df

R Sum Sq

R Mean Sq

Iter

Pr(Prob)

1

3384.38

3384.38

500,000

0.02

Industry Experience

1

192.30

192.30

500,000

0.55

Treatment:Industry Experience

1

35.32

35.32

248,801

0.80

Residuals

20

10828.63

541.43

Df

R Sum Sq

R Mean Sq

Iter

Pr(Prob)

Treatment

1

3384.38

3384.38

500,000

0.02

Task

1

26.04

26.04

225,011

0.82

Treatment:Task

1

1426.04

1426.04

500,000

0.10

Residuals

20

9604.17

480.21

Task

trying to figure out how to implement the required tasks. This resulted in wasted time during which the code they were working on was untouched, leading P ROMPTER to wait in
vain for their moves to produce suggestions. Still, these two participants agreed that the
few received recommendations were actually relevant to what they were implementing in
the IDE.
The goodness of the P ROMPTER’s recommendations perceived by participants is evident
when analyzing the answers to the question concerning the relevance of the Stack Overflow discussions pushed by P ROMPTER in the IDE. Among the twelve participants, two of
them classified the suggestions as very relevant (5), and the remaining ten as relevant (4).
We gained useful insights from the focused group interview. Participants agreed that
P ROMPTER is very useful when working on tasks in which the developer has poor experience, since the information brought in the IDE by P ROMPTER helps the developer in
enriching her knowledge about the task to be performed. For instance, one of the participants was experiencing problems with the repaint function provided in the JFrame by the
updateUI method. P ROMPTER pushed in his IDE a Stack Overflow discussion9 exactly
related to what he was trying to implement, solving his problem. Another participant, when

9 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/11640494/
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starting to work on DT, observed the push notification of P ROMPTER about a Stack Overflow discussion10 providing guidelines on how to choose the HTML parser library to use.
After reading the discussion, his choice was targeted on jsoup. Summarizing, participants
identified the following P ROMPTER strengths:
–
–
–
–

the accuracy of the suggestions and the relevance of the suggested Stack Overflow discussions;
the user interface: clean, clear, and not invasive;
the ease of use, and minimal training required;
the possibility to tune the sensitivity of P ROMPTER, increasing or reducing the rate of
suggestions.

Besides identifying P ROMPTER strengths, the focused group interview we conducted
allowed us to also identify P ROMPTER’s limitations. Specifically, participants would like to
see the following improvements in future P ROMPTER releases:
–

–

–

the possibility to exploit information coming not only from Stack Overflow, but also
from forums and programming tutorials available online; the current ranking model
implemented in P ROMPTER considers features that are typical of Stack Overflow
discussions (e.g., question score, accepted answer score, etc), and thus it cannot be generalized to other sources of information as it is. However, the P ROMPTER architecture
allows to easily include additional ranking models customized to exploit useful data
from specific sources of information (e.g., other Q&A websites).
a way to force P ROMPTER to look for specific types of discussions on Stack Overflow.
For example, participants would like the possibility to specify some key terms that
should always be considered by P ROMPTER when searching for discussions on Stack
Overflow;
the possibility to have a search field. Indeed, most participants agreed on the fact that
P ROMPTER loses its usefulness if the developer has no idea on how to start coding. In
such a situation, the developer is forced to leave the IDE and surf the Web. Participants
suggested the addition of a search field in the P ROMPTER user interface that allows
one to explicitly formulate and execute a query without leaving the IDE. As explained
in Section 2.1, as a result of participants’ feedback, the current version of P ROMPTER
already implements a search field for manual queries.

5 P ROMPTER: one Year Later
One of the main challenges when dealing with recommenders like P ROMPTER is the variability of the information available. P ROMPTER is mainly based on a Q&A website and

10 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3152138/
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search engines. Thus, given the continuous growth of the web and its contents, our goal is
to investigate issues that pertain to the persistence of such information and the subsequent
replicability of the evaluation of approaches and tools based on information available on
online forum.
In Section 3 we presented a study aimed at validating the usefulness of the ranking model
exploited by P ROMPTER (see Section 2.4). In such a study the P ROMPTER’s ranking model
was used to recommend Stack Overflow’s discussions for 37 development tasks (i.e., code
snippets). Then, the relevance of the top-ranked discussion to its related task was judged
by the involved participants. After one year, we replicated Study I using the information
available online at the time of writing. In particular, Study I as described in Section 3 has
been carried out in July 2013, while its replication (described in this section) has been
performed in July 2014.
The goal is to replicate the retrieval of top recommendations for the 37 tasks considered
in Section 3 using P ROMPTER, with the purpose of investigating (i) the replicability of the
study we performed and, above all (ii) to what extent the P ROMPTER’s recommendations—
and consequently, its performance—may vary over time. The quality focus is the performance variability over time of recommender systems relying on online resources, and in
particular of P ROMPTER which relies on Stack Overflow and on search engines. The context consists of the same 37 development tasks considered in Section 3, and a pool of 18
people (industrial developers, academics, and students) evaluating the relevance of the Stack
Overflow discussions retrieved by P ROMPTER in July 2013 and July 2014.

Research questions The research questions this study aims to answer are:
–
–

RQ3 : To what extent are the Stack Overflow discussions identified by P ROMPTER in
July 2013 still relevant in July 2014?
RQ4 : How is the developers’ assessment of the new recommendations compared to
those identified one year before?

The first research question (RQ3 ) aims at posing the premises of this study, i.e., to investigate whether starting from the same 37 code snippets used one year ago, P ROMPTER
recommends a different Stack Overflow discussion for some of them (which of course may
represent a better or a worse recommendation). The results of RQ3 show that among the
37 tasks which we re-run P ROMPTER on, some resulted in a different recommendation as
compared to the recommendation obtained one year before. Thus, RQ4 aims at comparing
the assessments provided by participants to both recommendations, i.e., the one provided
by P ROMPTER in July 2013 and in July 2014.

5.1 Study Design and Analysis Method
The first step to answer RQ3 is to re-ask P ROMPTER to retrieve and rank Stack Overflow discussions for each of the 37 tasks. This results in a ranked list of Stack
Overflow discussions for each of the 37 tasks.
To verify the replicability of Study I, we check for each of the 37 tasks in which position
of its related ranked list has been retrieved the Stack Overflow discussion recommended
by P ROMPTER one year before as the most relevant (i.e., first in the ranked list). For matter
of fairness, the ranking model was tuned exactly as in Study I. Also, we exploited the same
entropy information we computed one year before on the Stack Overflow dump of June
2013. Our choice was dictated by the fact that the number of Stack Overflow discussions
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present in that dump was already huge (5,016,480), including a total of 105,439 different
terms.
In a perfect scenario, where Study I is fully replicable, the top Stack Overflow discussion
retrieved by P ROMPTER in July 2013 for each of the 37 tasks should be still ranked in first
position in July 2014. In other words, the study should be time independent.
As for RQ4 , we need to compare human-based assessment of the new recommendations
with the assessment provided to the old recommendations. Such a comparison is performed
only for the tasks on which the top-ranked Stack Overflow discussion has changed after
one year. This is because we cannot just ask the study participants to assess the new recommendations and compare such assessments with those obtained in the previous study.
This is because the assessment of the old recommendations has been performed by different people. Thus, the results could be influenced by subjectiveness or personal levels of
experience/skills. To limit this threat, we asked the participants of this study to evaluate
both the old and new recommendations. Based on the results of RQ3 , this study is limited
to those tasks (29 in total) for which the top-ranked Stack Overflow discussion provided
by P ROMPTER (i.e., the recommended one) changed between Study I and this replication.
Overall, study participants assessed 58 recommendations. We adopted the same instrumentation and set-up described in Section 3 by reusing the same web application to collect
participants evaluations of the P ROMPTER’s recommendations. Again participants were
required to create an account and to fill in a pre-questionnaire aimed at gathering information on their background. Of the 30 invited people, 18 completed our questionnaire. Their
answers are reported in Table 6.

Table 6 Replication Study Answers Summary
Question

Answer

Total

Percentage

Job

Industrial Developers

5

28 %

PhD Students

3

17 %

Master Students

6

33 %

Bachelor Students

3

17 %

Faculty

1

6%

Q1 : Have you ever worked in industry?

< 3 years

5

28 %

If yes, how long?

3-5 years

2

11 %

> 5 years

1

6%

Never

10

56 %

Q2 : How long have you been

< 3 years

5

28%

programming in Java

3-5 years

7

39%

> 5 years

6

33%

Never

0

0%

Q3 : What kind of traditional

Javadoc

14

78%

documentation do you usually use?

Official API Documentaiton

14

78 %

Books

5

28 %

Q4 : What kind of additional

StackOverflow

18

100 %

resources do you usually use?

Forums

14

78 %

Mailing List

0

0%

Others

1

6%
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Five of the involved participants are industrial developers, while eight declared to have
some years of industrial experience (Q1). Only five participants have less than three years
of experience in Java programming (Q2) and most of them rely on Javadoc and API documentation as standard sources of documentation (Q3) and on Stack Overflow and forums
as additional resources (Q4).
Following the same setup used in Study I, we make use of violin plots to summarize the
results. Also, we compare the assessment distribution for each task between the old and the
new recommended Stack Overflow discussion by using Wilcoxon paired tests (two-tailed).
In addition to that, we report the Cliff’s d (paired) effect size measures of such comparisons. Note that, by design, this study requires a paired analysis, because for each task each
participant evaluates both the old and new recommendation generated by P ROMPTER.

5.2 RQ3 : To what Extent are the Stack Overflow Discussions Identified
by Prompter in July 2013 Still Relevant in July 2014?
Table 7 reports in column P ROMPTER the rank assigned by P ROMPTER in July 2014 to the
top-ranked discussion retrieved in July 2013 (from now on, old top-discussion) for each of
the 37 tasks object of our study. In particular:
–
–

–

if the value in column P ROMPTER is “1”, this means that the top-retrieved Stack
Overflow discussion for the specific code snippet (task) did not change after one year;
if the value in column P ROMPTER is x with x > 1, this means that the top-retrieved
Stack Overflow discussion for the specific code snippet changed after one year, and
the old top-discussion is now ranked in a lower position (x);
if the value in column P ROMPTER is “-”, this means that the old top-discussion is not
retrieved at all by P ROMPTER one year later (i.e., it is not present in the ranked list of
Stack Overflow discussions generated by P ROMPTER ).

Table 7 also reports the rank of the old top-discussion in the Google and Bing search
engines in July 2014 (i.e., one year after Study I) to better analyze the cases where
P ROMPTER was not able at all to retrieve the old top-discussion (“-” in column Prompter).
As explained in Section 2, Google and Bing are exploited by P ROMPTER to retrieve the
Stack Overflow discussions to rank. Thus, if Google and Bing are not able to retrieve the
old top-discussion for a task one year later, as a consequence also P ROMPTER will not be
able to retrieve it We consider a Stack Overflow discussion as not retrieved by Google and
Bing if it does not appear in the first 100 retrieved Stack Overflow discussions.
Table 7 Top-rated Stack Overflow discussions re-ranked by P ROMPTER one year later
Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Google

-

1

-

-

-

-

10

-

1

-

-

4

6

9

43

-

-

4

-

Bing

3

-

-

-

1

-

-

10

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

2

Prompter

1

1

-

-

9

-

15

3

1

-

11

5

1

3

28

3

-

3

2

Task

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Google

25

12

-

-

-

7

-

3

-

-

53

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

Bing

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

9

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Prompter

26

1

1

-

-

1

-

2

4

-

2

59

-

-

-

1

-

4
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The numbers shown in Table 7 highlights as only for eight of the 37 tasks P ROMPTER
retrieves the same top-ranked discussion as one year before (i.e., tasks 1, 2, 9, 13, 21, 22,
25, 35). This means that after one year, P ROMPTER recommends a different Stack Overflow discussion for 78 % of the tasks, highlighting a low replicability of Study I just one
year after.
Analyzing the 29 tasks where the recommendation provided by P ROMPTER changed, it
emerges that in 13 of them (45 % of cases) P ROMPTER was not able to retrieve the old topdiscussion because the employed search engines did not retrieve it anymore (i.e., tasks 3, 4,
6, 10, 17, 23, 24, 26, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36—see Table 7). This could be due to several reasons,
such as (i) the presence after one year of more related Stack Overflow discussions for the
specific task, (ii) the deletion of the old top-discussion from Stack Overflow, or (iii) changes
in the ranking algorithm exploited by the search engines. Despite the underlying reason(s)
for such a result, it is clear that the recommendations produced by tools relying on search
engines like P ROMPTER are strongly influenced by changes in the output of such engines,
undermining the replicability of any type of evaluation.
Concerning the remaining 16 tasks where the P ROMPTER recommendation changed, in
six cases (i.e., tasks 8,14,16,18,19,27) the old top-discussion is still ranked in the top-three
positions, even if it is no more the top-discussion. While for other kinds of recommender
this result might show some sort of stability in the recommender’s behavior (e.g., tools using
Stack Overflow discussions to document the source code (Vassallo et al. 2014)), given the
push mechanism implemented in P ROMPTER (i.e., P ROMPTER just pushes in the IDE the
top-ranked Stack Overflow’s discussion) also these cases represent a total different behavior
by our tool at one year of distance. The situation is even more marked on the remaining ten
tasks where the old top-discussion is ranked, in July 2014, in a much lower position.

5.3 RQ4 : How is the Developers’ Assessment of the new Recommendations
Compared to Those Identified one Year Before?
Figure 9 reports violin plots related to the assessment provided by the study participants
to the old (red) and new (blue) recommendations. For the old top-ranked discussions (red
violin plots), 18 out of 29 (62 %) of the proposed discussions received a median score
greater or equal than 4, that is, people agreed (31 %) or strongly agreed (31 %) on the
statement “The code and the Stack Overflow discussion are related”. Of the remaining 11
discussions, 17 % received a rating between 2 and 4, meaning that people were generally
undecided, while 21 % received a rating lower or equal than 2.
For the new recommendations proposed by P ROMPTER(blue violin plots), the results
obtained are slightly worse than the previous one, but they seem to follow the same trend.
Indeed, 15 out of 29 (52 %) of the proposed discussions received a median score greater or
equal than 4 (of those, 34 % received a median of 5, while 17 % a median of 4). For the
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Fig. 9 Violin Plots of Scores Assigned by Participants to the Old (red) and New (blue) Top-ranked Stack
Overflow discussion

remaining discussions, they equally (24 %) received a median score either between 2 and 4
(participants undecided on the quality of the pushed Stack Overflow discussion), and lower
or equal than 2.
Table 8 reports the results of the Wilcoxon tests (p-values) and Cliff’s d effect size
measures when comparing the ratings assigned by participants to the old and the new topranked discussions for each of the 29 object tasks.
Based on the results of the Wilcoxon test, we divided the tasks in three categories:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Improved, seven tasks for which the new top-ranked Stack Overflow discussion
achieves a statistically significant better user evaluation;
Neutral, eleven tasks where none of the two top-ranked discussions is significantly
better than the other as assessed by participants; and
Worse, eleven tasks where the old recommendation provided by P ROMPTER in Study
I achieved a better user evaluation compared to the new one.

In the following we discuss the results achieved organizing the discussion by considering
the above “group of tasks” (i.e., Improved, Neutral, and Worse) trying to understand what
happened in one year, what affected the model and produced different recommendations
given the same task (i.e., code snippet).

Improved This category includes all the tasks for which the new recommendation
achieved a better participants’ assessment as compared to the old one. As reported in
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Table 8 Mann-Whitney test (p-value) and Cliff’s delta (d). The recommendation achieving the better user’
evaluations is reported in the second column: new (new recommendation), old (old recommendation), tie (not
statistically significant difference)
Status

Improved

Neutral

Worse

ID

Best

p-value

d

3

new

0.0050

0.71

5

new

0.0147

0.42

14

new

0.0036

0.78

23

new

0.0261

0.50

26

new

0.0312

0.56

32

new

0.0085

0.57

33

new

0.0028

0.75

4

tie

0.7485

0.00

6

tie

0.9319

0.05

7

tie

0.1736

0.14

8

tie

0.3796

0.20

10

tie

0.1581

0.24

19

tie

0.3053

0.16

20

tie

0.3429

0.21

29

tie

0.0685

0.41

31

tie

0.0719

0.48

34

tie

0.5653

0.08

37

tie

0.3586

0.19

11

old

0.0334

0.44

12

old

0.0070

0.59

15

old

0.0146

0.31

16

old

0.0036

0.69

17

old

0.0282

0.51

18

old

0.0017

0.59

24

old

0.0332

0.48

27

old

0.0020

0.78

28

old

0.0014

0.82

30

old

0.0031

0.73

36

old

0.0054

0.64

Table 8, for six of the tasks belonging to this category (all but task 5) the new recommendations were highly preferred by participants with respect to the old recommendations (the
effect size is greater than 0.474, i.e., a large effect size).
We manually analyzed each of the new recommended Stack Overflow discussions in
this set to understand why the recommended Stack Overflow discussion changed after one
year. A very simple explanation can be given for tasks 32 and 33 where the new recommended Stack Overflow discussions have been added on Stack Overflow in November 2013
and August 2013 respectively, i.e., after the dataset construction for Study I was already
completed. Thus, the new top-ranked discussions for these two tasks simply did not exist
when Study I was carried out in July 2013.
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For the remaining five tasks of this set, the old top-ranked Stack Overflow discussions
have not been modified since the construction of the data set for Study I and the new topranked discussion already existed at the time Study I was performed. However, in all these
cases P ROMPTER assigns (in July 2014) a higher confidence level to the new top-ranked
discussion. This is because in July 2013, when Study I was performed, the new top-ranked
discussions were not retrieved by the search engines exploited by P ROMPTER (otherwise
the new top-ranked discussions would have been pushed by P ROMPTER also in July 2013).
This is likely due to changes in the ranking algorithms of the exploited search engines.

Neutral This category includes all tasks for which there is no statistically significant difference in the assessment provided by participants to the old and the new P ROMPTER’s
recommendations. The manual analysis of the old and new retrieved discussions highlights
as for six of the tasks in this group (i.e., tasks 6, 7, 8, 20, 34, 37) the reason for the change in
recommendation is the same discussed above for the “Improved” group, i.e.,, in July 2013
the search engines exploited by P ROMPTER did not retrieve the new top-ranked discussion.
The change in recommendation for tasks 4, 10, and 31 have a similar reason: the old
top-ranked discussion exhibits a higher confidence level than the new one as assessed by
the P ROMPTER’s ranking model. However, for these three tasks the search engines used by
P ROMPTER do not retrieve anymore the old top-ranked discussion in July 2014. Despite
this, as assessed by participants, there is no clear difference in the quality of the old and the
new recommendations.
The last two tasks in this group are those numbered with 19 and 29. For both of them the
new top-ranked discussion already existed and was also retrieved by the search engines at
the time of Study I (i.e., July 2013). However, the P ROMPTER’s ranking model assigned a
higher confidence level to the old top-ranked with respect to the new one at that time. The
situation changed at one year of distance due to modifications applied in this time period
to the new top-ranked discussion that pushed up its confidence level. To better understand,
Table 9 reports the model dump for task 19 for (i) the new top-ranked in July 2014 (column
“New”), (ii) the old top-ranked in July 2013 as well as in July 2014, since its confidence
level was unchanged during the year (column “Old”), and (iii) the new top-ranked in July
2013 (column “Original New”).
In the time period going between Study I and its replication, both the new and the old topranked discussion received up votes. Note that the up votes affect the parameter Question
Score exploited by the P ROMPTER’s ranking model. The old top-ranked discussion received
six up votes, while two new up votes were assigned to the new top-ranked between July
2013 and July 2014. Given the normalization used, the increment in up votes for the old
top-ranked discussion did not affect its overall confidence level. Indeed, the value of the
Table 9 Model Dump for Task 19
Metric

New

Old

Original New

API Methods Similarity

1.00

1.00

1.00

User Reputation

0.00

0.00

0.00

Tags Similarity

0.75

0.67

0.75

Question Score

0.61

1.00

0.17

Textual Similarity

0.30

0.22

0.30

Confidence

57.52 %

56.04%

54.47 %
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Table 10 Model Dump for Task 15
Metric

New

Old

Original New

API Methods Similarity

1.00

0.00

1.00

User Reputation

0.00

0.00

0.00

Tags Similarity

0.67

0.67

0.00

Question Score

0.17

1.00

0.17

Textual Similarity

0.25

0.25

0.25

Confidence

51.18 %

26.85 %

39.19 %

Question Score parameter for the old top-ranked discussion was already equal to 1.00 (i.e.,
the maximum score) when Study I was carried out (see Table 9). On the other hand, the
change in the Question Score for the new top-ranked discussion allows its confidence value
to increase from 54.47 % up to 57.52 %. This resulted in the overtaking of the new topranked discussion over the old one in July 2014. However, as highlighted by the very similar
confidence levels and as also confirmed by participants, the two discussions have a very
similar relevance for their related task.

Worse This category includes all tasks for which the old top-ranked discussion was better
assessed by participants as compared to the new one. For all these tasks but number 15, the
Cliff’s delta obtained in the comparison is greater than 0.474, i.e., a large effect size.
Also in this case, we looked into the different tasks to understand what driven the change
in the P ROMPTER’s recommendation. Task 27 is the only one where P ROMPTER recommends in July 2014 a Stack Overflow’s discussion that did not exist at the time of Study I
(one year before). For task 31 a change in the tags of the old top-ranked discussion happened in the year going from July 2013 to July 2014 has caused a decrease of its confidence
level (and in particular of the Tags Similarity parameter), consequently resulting in the
recommendation of the new top-ranked.
The case of task 15 is particularly interesting. Indeed, between Study I and its replication
both the old and the new top-ranked discussions have been modified. In particular, the old
discussion received 8 up votes, causing an equivalent increment in the overall score, while
the new discussion has been modified in the tags and in the body, thus altering the metrics
Tags Similarity and Textual similarity.
Table 10 reports a dump of the model values for task 15. As before, column “New” shows
the model values for the new top-ranked discussion in July 2014; column “Original New”
reports the model values for the new top-ranked discussion when Study I was performed;
and column “Old” shows the model values for the old top-ranked discussion.
Despite the changes applied to the old top-ranked discussion its model remained stable
between Study I and its replication since its Question Score was already equals to 1.00 (the
maximum) in July 2013.
The values reported in Table 10 clearly show as already in July 2013 the confidence
level for the new top-ranked discussion was higher than the confidence level for the old
one (49.22 % vs 26.85 %). This means that the new top-ranked discussion was simply not
retrieved by the exploited search engines at the time of Study I.
Finally, discussions related to tasks 11,12,16,17,18, 24, 28, 30, and 36, have not been
modified since July 2013. Thus, also in this case the P ROMPTER recommendations have
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been strongly influenced by the different results generated by the search engines in the two
different time periods.

6 Threats to Validity
Construct Validity Threats to construct validity are related to the relationship between
theory and observation. In Study I and in its replication, such threats are mainly due to (i)
the fact that we mimic the code being written by a user by providing with P ROMPTER a
partially-complete class, and (ii) by letting the users provide evaluations using a Likert scale.
Concerning the former, we made sure such classes were not too detailed nor too empty, to
represent realistic situations where P ROMPTER could be used. Concerning the latter, this is a
standardized evaluation scale used to collect participants’ feedbacks. Having said that, Study
II overcomes the limitations of Study I mentioned above. In Study II threats to construct
validity are due to how we measured the task completeness. Certainly, we could have used
a test suite to measure the completeness in a objective manner. Conversely, code inspection
allows to evaluate partial implementations. In addition, the use of a checklist and multiple
independent evaluators limited the bias and subjectiveness.

Internal Validity Threats to internal validity are related to factors that could have
influenced the results. For Study I one factor to be considered is the knowledge of the
participants—not known a-priori—of the APIs being used in the particular task. The availability of multiple participants with different degree of experience mitigates this threat.
Also, note that students taking part in our evaluation were not evaluated based on the task
outcome, and we asked participants not to use other sources of information during the task,
e.g., to use them as a comparative source to the provided discussion. In Study II, to limit the
effect of participants’ skills and experience, we have pre-assessed them and used this information assigning them to the four groups. We also analyze to what extent the usefulness of
P ROMPTER depends on the particular task.
For the replication of Study I, there could be confounding factors that could have influenced results of both RQ3 (different recommendation rankings) and RQ4 (developers’
assessment). Specifically, for what concern the ranking, we cannot exclude that the different
position (or the total disappear) of a question from the search-engine rankings may depend
on changes/optimization in the search engines themselves. Nevertheless, we believe this can
be one of the factors that affect the volatility of recommenders’ results, and that one cannot
control.
For what concerns RQ4 , it is possible that for the same recommendation (already
assessed in Study I) different subjects gave a completely different evaluation. Hence, such
a recommendation could have been judged as very relevant in Study I, and not relevant at
all in the replication, or vice versa. This can happen especially because of the large difference of experience they have (Study I participants are more expert and they might require
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more advanced suggestions, whereas participants to the replication might prefer basic ones).
To verify whether such a situation could have occurred, we statistically compared—using
Mann-Whitney tests (two-tailed)—the ratings provided to the 29 recommendations by participants to Study I and by participants to Study I replication). Results indicate the presence
of a significant difference only for tasks 11 (p-value=0.03, median old study=4, median
new study=3), 27 (p-value=0.0001, median old study=5, median new study=3), and 31
(p-value=0.02, median old study=4, median new study=2).

Conclusion Validity For Study I we mainly report descriptive statistics and violin plots
of the collected results, along with participants’ feedbacks, while for its replication, whenever possible, we use appropriate statistical procedures, namely Wilcoxon paired tests and
Cliff’s d effect size measures. For Study II, we used distribution-free tests (Wilcoxon, MannWhitney, and permutation test) and effect size (Cliff’s d) measures, suitable for limited data
sets as in our study. Also, whenever multiple tests are used on the same data, we apply
p-value adjustment using the Holm’s procedure (Holm 1979).
External Validity Threats to external validity concern the generalizability of our findings.
In terms of participants, the study involved both professionals and students, with different degree of experiences. Therefore, we claim the study provides a good coverage of the
potential categories of P ROMPTER users, although further studies with more participants are
desirable. In terms of objects, we selected 37 tasks being different in terms of nature and
required technical knowledge. However, we cannot exclude that our results depend on the
particular choice of the tasks.
For Study II, although we selected, as participants, both students and industrial developers, it is worthwhile to replicate the study with a larger number of participants. Furthermore,
P ROMPTER was only evaluated with two tasks that, although different, are not representative enough for tasks that developers would perform. We believe that Study I achieves a
better external validity whereas Study II a better construct validity. Finally, concerning the
Study I replication, it is possible that the different ranking and evaluation obtained for the
recommendations pertinent to the 29 tasks depend on these particular cases. In other words,
there might be tasks—e.g., related to emerging technology—for which recommendations
can be more ”volatile”, while other tasks—e.g., related to the usage of consolidated programming practices—-such as Java SDK—can be relatively more stable. Therefore, further
studies can be needed to confirm or contradict the results obtained in this study.

7 Related Work
P ROMPTER is a recommender system that mixes different software engineering fields,
namely code search and recommender systems. In this section we go through the research
relating to those fields and to P ROMPTER.

Semantic Code Search and Code Search Engines The main usage of such search
engines is to retrieve code samples and reusable open source code from the Web. Different researches (Bajracharya et al. 2006; Reiss 2009; Thummalapenta 2007; Thummalapenta
and Xie 2007) tackled this problem and provided the developers with the capability of
searching, ranking and adapting open source code. The mining of open source repositories has also been used to identify API and framework usage and to find highly relevant
applications to be reused (McMillan et al. 2012; McMillan et al. 2011; Thummalapenta
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and Xie 2008). Other studies analyzed the usage and the habits of the developers in
performing researches with code search engines (e.g., Koders) (Bajracharya and Lopes
2009; 2012; Linstead et al. 2007; Umarji et al. 2008), and how general purpose search
engines (e.g., Google) outperform code search engines when retrieving code samples
from the Web (Sim et al. 2011). In our work we follow an approach based on generalpurpose search engines. Differently from the work done so far on code search, we do
not target open source repositories to provide code samples and reusable code, or to
understand the usage of APIs; instead, we target the crowd knowledge provided by
the discussions in Stack Overflow as alternative source. This is because we want to
provide developers with code examples with explanations, rather than just with reusable
code components/snippets.

Recommender Systems Different typologies of recommender systems to recovery traceability links, suggest relevant project artifacts, and suggest relevant code
elements in a project has been presented. Well-known examples are H IPIKAT
(Cubranic and Murphy 2003), D EEP I NTELLISENCE (Holmes and Begel 2008), and E ROSE
(Zimmermann et al. 2004). Other work focused on suggesting relevant documents, discussions and code samples from the web to fill the gap between the IDE and the Web
browser. Examples are C ODETRAIL (Goldman and Miller 2009), M ICA (Stylos and Myers
2006), F ISH TAIL (Sawadsky and Murphy 2011), and D ORA (Kononenko et al. 2012).
Subramanian et al. (2014) presented an approach to link different webpages of different
nature (e.g., javadoc, source code, Stack Overflow) by harnessing code identifiers. They recommend related webpages augment webpages by injecting code that modifies the original
web page.
Among the various sources available on the Web, Q&A Websites and in particular Stack
Overflow, have been the target of many recommender systems. Other tools used Stack Overflow as main source for recommendation systems to suggest, within the IDE, code samples
and discussions to the developer (Cordeiro et al. 2012; Rigby and Robillard 2013; Takuya
and Masuhara 2011). In our previous work we presented SEAHAWK (Ponzanelli et al. 2013a;
2013b), a prototype tool to link Stack Overflow discussions to the source code in the
IDE. The work presented here differs in several important ways, as our initial work did not
rely on a ranking model, did not feature confidence-based push notifications, but merely
tried to establish links between discussions and source code based on information retrieval
techniques (tf-idf ).
The way P ROMPTER interacts with search engines to retrieve discussions concerns code
context analysis and matching. Recommender systems have to identify relevant code elements to be used as source of information for the current context. Kersten and Murphy
(2006) presented M YLYN, a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that identifies relevant code elements
(e.g., classes) in a project for a given task. M YLYN tracks events (e.g., edits, commands,
selection) and use them to compute the Degree Of Interest (DOI) of a code element for a
specific task. The DOI is used, for example, to filter and reduce the number of code elements shown in the package explorer. P ROMPTER focuses on the element under current
modification, thus simply requiring edit events tracking.
The automation and generation of queries from code is another aspect that relates with
P ROMPTER. Holmes et al. (2005); Holmes et al. (2006); Reid and Murphy (2005) presented S TRATHCONA, a tool to recommend relevant code fragments that automatically
extracts queries from structural context of the code. S TRATHCONA uses different structural heuristics (e.g., target calls, inheritance, type usage) to match a code sample that is
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then presented to the developer in the IDE. In out work we take a wider approach. We
consider either the structural aspects (i.e., API Methods), textual aspects (e.g., textual similarity), and the crowd-related aspects (e.g., user reputation) to evaluate the relevance of
Stack Overflow discussions.
Mandelin et al. (2005) devised their own query language for code fragments, introduced
the concept of jungloid, and presented P ROSPECTOR, a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that
automatically infers queries from the code context, by mining signature graphs generated
from API specifications and jungloid graphs representing code. In our work, we focus on the
current element being modified by the developer. We take advantage of our own definition
of context, and we apply an entropy-based approach to generate the query.
Concerning automation, a remarkable example is the Microsoft Office assistant C LIPPY.
At its foundation in the Lumière project (Horvitz et al. 1998), Horvitz et al. developed a
bayesian user model to infer user’s needs and goal, to estimate user profiles and understand when the assistant should intervene. Similarly to P ROMPTER, users can modify the
frequency of intervention of the virtual assistant by moving a sensitivity bar. In our work,
we focus on similarity between the code entity at hand and Stack Overflow discussions,
where the bar sets a threshold on the minimum similarity between the discussion and the
code entity needed to push the discussion in the IDE.
Overall, we argue P ROMPTER is different from the concept of recommender system
proposed so far. P ROMPTER is able to automatically and silently retrieve and rank Stack
Overflow discussions relevant for the current code context. Then, it uses a configurable
“self-confidence” mechanism to push suggestions, yet providing the developer with the
possibility of consulting further relevant discussions whenever needed.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a novel approach to turn an Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
into the developer’s programming prompter. The approach is based on (1) automatically
capturing the code context in the IDE, (2) retrieving documents from Stack Overflow, (3)
ranking the discussions according to a novel ranking model, and (4) suggesting them to the
developer when (and only if) it has enough self-confidence. We implemented our approach
in P ROMPTER, a tool embodying the ideal behavior a recommender should have: a silent
observer of the developer, that only intervenes when it deems itself to have a relevant enough
suggestion, and that does not force the developer to invoke it but is always available in
case the developer needs it. Through a quantitative study (Study I), performed via an online
survey, we showed how the P ROMPTER ranking model resulted to be effective in identifying
the right discussions given a code snippet to analyze.
In a second study (Study II) we evaluated P ROMPTER during maintenance and
development tasks. We showed how, from a quantitative point of view, P ROMPTER
revealed to significantly help developers in completing the experiment tasks and how,
from a qualitative point of view, the developer highly appreciated its features and
usability.
We also replicated Study I after one year from the original experiment. Surprisingly, the
results showed that starting from the same code snippets P ROMPTER’s recommendations
changed in 78 % of cases due to the volatility of the information it mines from the web.
Despite this, the new recommendations still showed to be related to the task at hand in most
of cases. However, the results of the replication clearly highlighted that recommenders built
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on top of information mined from the web may experience strong changes in their behavior
during time. As a consequence, the replication of empirical studies aimed at evaluating such
tools and techniques could be unfeasible.
Our future research agenda focus on performing further evaluations, especially in the
context of long-term usage of P ROMPTER. Also, we plan to (i) better assess the influence
of the “time factor” on the P ROMPTER’s recommendations (i.e., what is the percentage of
recommendations that change after one, three, and six months?), and (ii) study actions to
limit the impact of the information volatility on P ROMPTER’s recommendations (e.g., by
increasing the number of exploited search engines).
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